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Award-Winning Dominoes Pro Challenges You to Become the Dominoes Guru
Published on 02/08/16
Mobile game developer Maysalward, in collaboration with Canadian-based Publisher Magmic,
announces Dominoes Pro 5.1, an update to their award-winning casual game for iOS devices.
Dominoes Pro is the ultimate classic board game with its new themes, improved intuitive
interface and plenty of features. Play straight six dominoes and be the first to set and
double. Choose to play a game of points or a set of 1, 6, 12 or 20 rounds. Players can
challenge their Facebook and Game Center friends as well.
Amman, Jordan - Mobile game developer, Maysalward is proud to announce the worldwide
release of an update to their award-winning casual game, Dominoes Pro, adding new content
and features. Produced in collaboration with premiere publisher of mobile social games and
houses global brands by Mattel the Canadian-based Publisher: Magmic, the partnership aims
to bring Dominoes Pro to a wider global audience by utilizing the strength of Magmic in
North America.
Dominoes Pro is the ultimate classic board game with its new themes, improved intuitive
interface and plenty of features. Play straight six dominoes and be the first to set and
double. Choose to play a game of points (100 or 250) or a set of 1, 6, 12 or 20 rounds.
You can challenge you Facebook and Game Center friends, and brag about your scores and
achievements on social media. Dominoes Pro offers something for everyone and includes
seven fantastic themes and power-up actions such as X-ray vision and Dominoes bones Swap.
The games built-in shop provides a host of cool upgrades adding to the fun and improving
the overall play. Go from amateur to pro if you can, and test your memory skills in the
unique challenge mode.
"Through this partnership with Magmic, we look forward to expanding the reach of Dominoes
Pro to a wider audience in North America," Nour Khrais CEO and Founder of Maysalward
explained the importance of this collaboration with Magmic. "We needed an experienced
Publisher to work in close partnership with us in building better In-Game Monetisation
models and help us acquire more users in tier 1 countries."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.1 or later
* 77.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Dominoes Pro 5.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Maysalward:
http://www.maysalward.com
Dominoes Pro 5.1:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/dominoes-pro/id534491270
YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPuIlfJ4cEvd5dyudcY22qA
YouTube Video (Teaser):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRLFSocii1o
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App Icon:
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Founded in November 2003, Maysalward is the first mobile game development company in the
Middle East and is recognized as the leader of mobile games development in the region.
Based in Jordan, and under a globalized vision, Maysalward has designed and developed some
of the most popular mobile board, card and arcade games in the region, including cards
games Trix, Tarneeb and Balot in addition to board games such as Carrom & Tawla and the
award-winning Dominoes. Copyright (C) 2016 Maysalward. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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